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Abstract
Sites for online classi�ed ads selling sex are widely used by human

tra�ckers to support their pernicious business. The sheer quantity

of ads makes manual exploration and analysis unscalable. In ad-

dition, discerning whether an ad is advertising a tra�cked victim

or an independent sex worker is a very di�cult task. Very little

concrete ground truth (i.e., ads de�nitively known to be posted

by a tra�cker) exists in this space. In this work, we develop tools

and techniques that can be used separately and in conjunction to

group sex ads by their true owner (and not the claimed author in

the ad). Speci�cally, we develop a machine learning classi�er that

uses stylometry to distinguish between ads posted by the same

vs. di�erent authors with 90% TPR and 1% FPR. We also design a

linking technique that takes advantage of leakages from the Bitcoin

mempool, blockchain and sex ad site, to link a subset of sex ads to

Bitcoin public wallets and transactions. Finally, we demonstrate via

a 4-week proof of concept using Backpage as the sex ad site, how

an analyst can use these automated approaches to potentially �nd

human tra�ckers.

1 Introduction
Sex tra�cking and slavery remain amongst the most grievous issues

the world faces, supporting a multi-billion dollar industry that cuts

across all nationalities and people groups [13]. With the advent of

the Internet, many new avenues have opened up to support this

pernicious business, including sites for online classi�ed ads selling

sex [11].

Although these ad sites provide a signi�cant source of potentially

incriminating data for law enforcement, monitoring these sites is

unfortunately a labor-intensive task. The rate of new ads per day

can reach into the thousands, depending on the website [14]. In

addition, the nature of the advertising content can have a uniquely

damaging psychological toll on its viewers. Picking out signs of

tra�cking requires domain expertise, creating an additional barrier

for analytics. This problem space is made all the more di�cult by
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the dearth of ground truth, e.g. ads known to be tied to tra�cking

activity vs. other consensual activity.

In conversation with our NGO and law enforcement collabora-

tors, we have found that there is a real need for tools able to group

ads by true owner. Such a tool would allow o�cers to con�dently

use timing and location information to distinguish between ads

posted by women voluntarily in this industry vs. those by women

and children forcibly tra�cked. For example, groups of ads—posted

by the same owner—that advertise multiple di�erent women across

multiple di�erent states at a high ad output rate, is a strong indi-

cator of tra�cking. In this case, our goal is to distinguish which

ads are owned by the same person or persons. This information

can then be used to �nd tra�ckers, connections between pimps, or

even tra�cking networks.

All of the existing work in this problem space to date uses hard

identi�ers like phone numbers and email address links to de�ne

ownership. This is known to be unreliable (as criminal organizations

regularly change their phone numbers/use burner phones, and the

cost of creating a new email address is low) but is the best link

currently available. In fact, most of the work in this domain has

focused on understanding the online environment that supports this

industry through surveys and manual analysis ([2, 11, 14]). Almost

no work has been done in building tools that can automatically

process and classify these ads [4].

The aim of this paper is to develop and demonstrate automatic

techniques for clustering sex ads by owner
1
. We designed two such

techniques. The �rst is a machine learning stylometry classi�er

that determines whether any two ads are written by the same or

di�erent author. The second is a technique that links speci�c ads to

publicly available transaction information on Bitcoin. Using the cost

of placing the ad and the time at which the ad was placed, we link

a subset of ads to the Bitcoin transactions that paid for them. We

then analyze those transactions to �nd the set of ads that were paid

for by the same Bitcoin wallet, i.e., those ads that are owned by the

same person. As far as we are aware, this is the �rst work to explore

this connection between paid ads and the Bitcoin blockchain, and

attempt to link speci�c purchases to speci�c transactions on the

Bitcoin blockchain.

In addition to reporting our results using our stylometry classi�er

on test sets of sex ads labeled by hard identi�er, we apply both our

tools to 4 weeks of scraped sex ads from Backpage, a well known

advertising site that has faced multiple accusations of involvement

with tra�cking [10]. We assess the di�erences and similarities

between the set of owners found using just hard identi�ers, our

1
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stylometry model, the Bitcoin wallet, and �nally all three combined.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

v We develop a stylometry classi�er that distinguishes

between sex ads posted by the same vs. di�erent authors

with 90% TPR and 1% FPR.

v We design a linking technique that takes advantage

of leakages from the Bitcoin mempool, blockchain and

sex ad site to link a subset of sex ads to Bitcoin public

wallets and transactions.

v We propose two di�erent methodologies that combine

our classi�er, our linking technique, and existing hard

identi�ers to group ads by owner.

v We evaluate our techniques on 4 weeks of scraped sex

ads from Backpage, relying on the data automatically ex-

tracted using those two methodologies. We rebuild the

price of each Backpage sex ad, and analyze the output

of our two di�erent methodologies.

We are working with two NGOs (Thorn and Global Emanci-

pation Network) and one company (Marinus) who are all either

currently using some subset of our tools and techniques, or are

planning to work with us to incorporate our tools and techniques

into their existing technology framework. Additionally, several law

enforcement contacts have expressed a strong desire to deploy our

tools in their own investigations once they become available.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-

vides the necessary background for the rest of the paper. Section

3 outlines Backpage and Bitcoin, which we analyzed and used to

evaluate our tools. Section 4 describes the methodology for building

our stylometry classi�er, covering ground truth labeling, the model

we built, and validation results. Section 5 describes our linking

technique. Section 6 describes our two proposed methodologies

that combine our classi�er, linking technique and existing hard

identi�ers to group ads by owner. Section 7 reports our �ndings

when exploring the 4-weeks of scraped sex ads from Backpage, and

Section 8 discusses limitations and future work. We conclude with

reiteration of key contributions and �ndings.

2 Related Work

2.1 Sex Tra�cking Online

Ecosystem Analysis. Much of the research in this area to date

has focused on surveys, manual analysis and meta-studies to better

understand the existing online environment which allows for and

encourages the tra�cking of humans for sexual service ([2, 3, 8, 11,

14]).

These surveys all found that the majority of US-based tra�cking

victims are advertised online. In Bouché’s survey of 111 sex tra�ck-

ing survivors ([3]), 63% of participants reported being advertised

online. Of those, almost half reported that they were advertised on

Backpage; Craigslist and Facebook were the other most popular

websites for advertising. Latonero et al. [11] outlines several crimi-

nal cases and news stories of tra�ckers using online classi�ed sites

such as Backpage to sell their victims ([6, 17, 18]). In one chilling

case from 2010, New York gang members reportedly advertised

girls as young as 15 on Backpage, beating and starving them if they

did not make at least $500 a day performing sexual services [16].

Classifying Sex Ads. Automatic analysis in the sex tra�cking

space is still fairly sparse, as this is an area of research just recently

gaining interest in the larger computing community. What does

exist has primarily focused on using machine learning to detect

instances of human tra�cking in escort advertisements, and using

machine learning and social network analysis to detect human

tra�cking entities and networks in general ([4, 7]).

In [4], Dubrawski et al. present a bag-of-words machine learning

model to identify escort ads that likely involve human tra�cking.

Using phone numbers of known tra�ckers as ground truth, with

a false positive rate of 1% they achieve a true positive rate of 55%.

They also present an entity resolution logistic regression model to

group ads authored by the same person, or advertising the same

person/group of people. Using personal features (age, race, physical

characteristics) and operational characteristics (locations, move-

ment patterns) with hard identi�ers as ground truth, the authors

conducted a small empirical evaluation with a balanced test set of

500 pairs of ads, achieving a 79% true positive rate at a false positive

rate of 1%. They were also able to demonstrate some stand-alone

cases where their model successfully tracked one author’s ad record

over the course of a year, even with phone number and a few other

characteristics changing between advertisements.

Ibanez and Suthers [7] analyze Backpage sex ads using semi-

automated social network analysis to detect human tra�cking

networks going into, and operating within, the state of Hawaii.

In order to focus their attention on ads indicating tra�cking, the

authors �rst analyzed these ads for signs of tra�cking derived from

a list of indicators produced by the United Nations O�ce on Drugs

and Crime and the Polaris Project. 82% of the ads contained one or

more indicators and 26% contained three or more indicators. They

then built a graph representing the movement of these escorts by

extracting the state of origin for phone numbers listed in the ad

(using the area code), and the various locations where the ad was

listed. 208 total phone numbers were analyzed, and of those, 165

indicated movement. From that set, the authors discovered a poten-

tial tra�cking network going from Portland, Oregon to Hawaii, as

well as smaller tra�cking networks within Hawaii proper.

2.2 Bitcoin

Bitcoin is a decentralized peer-to-peer pseudonymous payment

system where users can transfer bitcoins among one another in

the form of transactions that exchange this digital currency
2
. Suc-

cinctly described, a bitcoin is owned by a public encryption key,

typically called a wallet or address. Transactions in practice are

performed using the ECDSA signature scheme, where the owner

of a bitcoin signs a statement agreeing to transfer ownership of

bitcoin to another wallet (i.e. public key). Bitcoin is pseudonymous

in that all transactions from a single wallet are linked to the same

owner, but the same person can use many di�erent wallets and

these transactions will not be directly linkable. There have been

many prior studies that point out limitations in the pseudonymous

property of Bitcoin, when used in practice, and present methods

for linking chains of bitcoin transactions from di�erent wallets to

the same owner [1, 12, 15]. In this study, we leverage some of these

bitcoin linking methods.

2
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As there is no central authority, senders �rst broadcast their

transactions across the Bitcoin peer-to-peer network, which con-

sists of individual volunteer nodes that each maintain the full state

of the network. Upon receiving the transactions, each node stores

them into a temporary storage area known as the “mempool”. Trans-

actions in the mempool may be selected for mining, a process that is

meant to secure bitcoin transactions and ensure the integrity of the

distributed ledger (i.e. blockchain). There is no guarantee whether

and when a transaction will be included into the blockchain, but if

this happens, the transaction will be removed from the temporary

mempool and included in the permanent blockchain.

Many merchants will wait until a valid bitcoin transaction is

included in the blockchain before considering it completed, which

will take on average 5 minutes to occur. However, the delay time

between when a client broadcasts a bitcoin transaction over the Bit-

coin peer-to-peer network and when it is included in the blockchain

is variable and can take hours when the network is overloaded. Due

to this delay some merchants, such as Backpage, choose to not

wait and accept the payment as completed once a valid bitcoin

transaction appears in their mempool. By not waiting the merchant

is accepting the risk of the customer performing a double spend

attack [9] that causes the transaction to the merchant to be invali-

dated before it completes. To the best of our knowledge, there is

no prior method for linking an online ad posting to the bitcoin

transaction that paid for the online ad.

3 Datasets

3.1 Backpage

In this work, we focus our analysis and case study on data from

Backpage, one of the most popular sites for online classi�ed ads

selling sex [11]. Backpage is widely known to be a popular domain

used by tra�ckers to advertise their victims ([3] [11] [14]). Ernie

Allen, president and CEO of the National Center for Missing and

Exploited Children, makes the danger clear: “[O]nline classi�ed

ads make it possible to pimp these kids to prospective customers

with little risk [for the pimp].” [16] Obviously, in order to protect

the pimp/tra�cker, none of these ads explicitly state any coercion;

the ads are either written as if from the perspective of the victim

herself, or describing the victim being sold in the third person, with

no mention of a pimp or tra�cker in either case.

Backpage has been running since 2004, with listings all over

the world. Any person who has an email address can register for

an account on Backpage and post ads. Although the site o�ers a

wide variety of di�erent types of classi�ed listings (e.g., automa-

tive, rentals, furniture), in this work we focus our attention on the

“adult entertainment” listings, which contain about 80% percent

of the U.S. market for online sex ads in America [10]. There are

several di�erent sub-categories in this section, namely: escorts,

body rubs, strippers/strip clubs, dom/fetish, trans, male escorts,

phone/websites, and adult jobs. On July 1, 2015, Visa and Master-

Card stopped processing transactions for adult listings on Backpage,

which caused Backpage to switch to Bitcoin payments for all paid

adult ads. GoCoin, a third-party Bitcoin payment processor com-

pany, currently manages all Bitcoin payments for Backpage adult

ads. As of January 9, 2017, the adult listings section of the website

has been blocked, in response to ongoing legal action against Back-

page for their role in the marketing of minors. All of our data was

collected before that point.

We have two di�erent forms of access to this data. First, we

have a scrape containing 1,164,663 unique ads from January 2008

to September 2014. We de�ne “author” to be an entity tied to a set

of hard identi�ers that co-occur in any given ad. By processing all

the ads and linking together phone numbers and email addresses,

we discerned that we have 336,315 authors in this dataset. This

data was used to build and assess our authorship classi�er. Second,

we conducted a scrape from December 11, 2016 to January 9, 2017,

collecting all adult ads placed in the United States every hour. This

data was used in our case study. Using the same de�nition of au-

thorship as above, this scrape contains a total of 741,275 unique ads

and 141,056 authors.

Dates No. Unique Ads No. Authors Locations
1/2008-9/2014 1,164,663 336,315 Global

12/2016-1/2017 741,275 141,056 United States

Table 1: Backpage

3.2 Bitcoin

A registered user can post Backpage ads for free, but premium

features, such as posting a single ad across multiple locations or

bumping an ad to the top of a listings page, will require payment.

For adult entertainment ads, bitcoin or a hand mailed check are

the only acceptable forms of payment. GoCoin processes all bitcoin

payments on Backpage.

Each purchase of premium features, however many, is repre-

sented as a single invoice. Users also have the option to deposit

an arbitrary amount of bitcoins as credits; each purchase paid for

via credit would withdraw funds from those pre-deposited credits.

For each invoice, Backpage dynamically generates a fresh wallet

address that belongs to GoCoin, along with the bitcoin amount.

A user can either transfer bitcoins from his own personal wallet

address into the fresh address, or he can use a third-party wal-

let service such as Paxful. Bitcoins received by the fresh address

are subsequently aggregated into some central wallet address of

GoCoin, along with bitcoins received by fresh addresses for other

users.

When a user transfers bitcoins into the fresh wallet address, the

corresponding transaction typically appears on the Bitcoin peer-to-

peer network within seconds. Once Backpage sees the transaction

on their mempool, the premium features take e�ect and the ad

appears on the listings page, without the user having to wait for

the transaction to be con�rmed into the blockchain. For example, if

a user purchases a premium feature that posts an ad across multiple

locations, the timestamp at which the ad appears across multiple

locations is approximately the timestamp at which the transaction

is propagated on the Bitcoin network.

This timing proximity allows us to link Bitcoin transactions,

as they �rst appear on the peer-to-peer network, with Backpage

ads. Before we can establish such links, however, we need to know

exactly when a transaction �rst appears on Bitcoin’s peer-to-peer

network. To this end, we build a tool that snapshots the state of the

network at a �ne granularity.

In particular, we run the default Bitcoin client at our research

institution. The client maintains the up-to-date blockchain, and it



also allows us to query the mempool state via the getrawmempool
API call. The mempool state is dynamic; new transactions are broad-

cast over the Bitcoin peer-to-peer network, while some existing

transactions are removed from the mempool as they are con�rmed

into blocks. To this end, we set up an automated script that saves

a snapshot of the mempool state every minute. Using these per-

minute snapshots along with the timestamps of the snapshots, we

can �nd the earliest timestamp at which our Bitcoin client received a

transaction. These timestamps, which we call mempool timestamps,
estimate the �rst time a transaction appears on the Bitcoin network.

Since our Bitcoin client runs on a low-latency gigabit research

network, we assume the mempool timestamps are a reasonable

approximation for the true timestamps at which the transactions

were sent.

To illustrate how we use the methodology above to link the

timestamps of Bitcoin transactions and Backpage ads, we consider

a hypothetical example as shown in Figure 1, which depicts a peer-

to-peer network of n Bitcoin clients. Each of the clients maintain

two pieces of state: the mempool and the blockchain. Time t1 shows

a snapshot of the n nodes. All of them currently have block k
con�rmed, which includes transactions (“tx”) a and b. At the same

time, all the n clients have both transactions c and d held in the

mempool, waiting to be con�rmed into the next block k + 1.

Figure 1: Example of how a new transaction is added to Bitcoin’s peer-to-peer network.
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At time t2, let us assume that someone purchased an escort ad

using transaction e . This new transaction is spread across Bitcoin’s

peer-to-peer network. At time t3, which we assume is a few seconds

after t2, transaction e appears in the mempools of all the clients

in the network. Since we maintain a Bitcoin client ourselves and

we snapshot its mempool every minute, we are likely to detect

the presence of transaction e also in t3. Here, t3 is the mempool

timestamp for transaction e . Backpage is also likely to detect the

presence of transaction e , and typically will post the corresponding

ad within a minute.

At this point, however, transaction e remains uncon�rmed, as

it is in the mempool rather than the blockchain. Let us say that at

time t4, block k + 1 is mined, and the miner of the block decides

to include transaction e . Subsequently, at time t5, transaction e is

removed from the mempool and added to the global blockchain (as

is transaction c , for the same reason). Because the transaction is

con�rmed, we can now use Chainalysis to identify if this transaction

e sent bitcoins to GoCoin (explained later in this section).

We continuously snapshot the mempool state from Oct 24, 2016

to Jan 20, 2017 and obtained 16,767,921 transactions that were later

con�rmed into the blockchain. Not all the transactions are relevant

to our analysis. We focus on transactions that are likely to have sent

bitcoins to GoCoin. We use two methods to identify transactions

to GoCoin.

(1) Chainalysis Labels. Chainalysis is a private company that

clusters and labels identities on the blockchain. In particular, it

repeatedly deposits bitcoins into and from GoCoin, so that Chainal-

ysis can obtain a list of fresh Bitcoin wallet addresses generated

for every deposit it makes. Even though these wallet addresses are

speci�c to one user, eventually the bitcoins from them are trans-

ferred, along with other user deposits, to GoCoin’s central wallets.

Since other users’ deposit wallet addresses appear in the same

transaction inputs as Chainalysis’ wallet addresses, Chainalysis can

cluster all these addresses together and label them as GoCoin. In

this way, Chainalysis is able to discover wallet addresses used for

making payments to GoCoin. Through its subscriber-only API, we

can check if a particular transaction made payments to GoCoin.

(2) GoCoin Heuristics. While Chainalysis’ technique provides us

with the ground truth for transactions to GoCoin, it is unable to

discover all GoCoin transactions. To account for false negatives, we

develop heuristics to identify possible GoCoin transactions. By an-

alyzing many GoCoin transactions that Chainalysis identi�ed, we

found that GoCoin transactions have the following unique features:

(i) the fresh wallet address appeared in exactly two transactions—

one for receiving bitcoins from the user, and the other for sending

the bitcoins into some aggregation wallet address; (ii) the deposited

bitcoin amount is always less than 1 BTC and has between 3 and

4 decimal places (e.g. “0.0075 BTC”); (iii) the bitcoins are aggre-

gated along with other bitcoins that follow Feature (ii); and (iv) all

these bitcoins are aggregated into a single multi-signature wallet

address that starts with the number “3”. We label any wallet address

that meets all four conditions as GoCoin-heuristic. We note that

this technique may introduce false positives—i.e., transactions that

resemble GoCoin transactions but in reality are not GoCoin.

During the period when we snapshot the mempool state, we la-

beled 753,929 distinct wallet addresses as either Chainalysis-GoCoin

or Heuristic-GoCoin. Of these addresses, 1.5% are Chainalysis-

GoCoin only, 69.6% are Heuristic-GoCoin only, and 29.0% have

both labels. For wallet addresses labelled as Chainalysis-GoCoin,

95.2% of them are also labelled as Heuristic-GoCoin.

4 Author Classi�er

For any given two ads appearing on a site, we extract the authorship

similarity, determining whether the ads are written by the same or

di�erent author. We take a supervised learning approach, labeling

a randomly sampled subset of the data with ground truth and using

those annotations to train our classi�er to label the rest. We build a

binary classi�er that takes a pair of ads as inputs and outputs ‘same’

if the ads are written by the same author or ‘di�erent’ otherwise.



4.1 Labeling Ground Truth

Our ground truth labeling uses hard identi�ers (phone numbers

and email addresses) to de�ne ground truth authorship. Any set of

co-occurring phone numbers/email addresses within the full set of

ads is considered a unique author. We labeled all the data available

to us in this way.

4.2 Models

We consider two models for authorship classi�cation. For both

models, we experimented with using multiple di�erent machine

learning algorithms for training. We achieved best performance

using logistic regression and report only those results. We train

the logistic model by coordinate descent on the primal form of the

objective [5] with `2-regularization.

WritePrints Limited. This model uses a limited section of the

Writeprints [19] feature set,
3

consisting mainly of counts of charac-

ters, words, punctuation, etc. This feature set has been widely used

for authorship attribution. We consider the WritePrints feature set

to be appropriate for our domain because the ads are similar to

other short texts, such as tweets and product reviews, where this

feature set has been used successfully. For each pair of ads, we ex-

tract the Writeprints limited feature set for each ad, resulting in two

feature vectors. We obtain the �nal feature values by subtracting

these two vectors and taking the absolute value of each coordinate.

We use this model as a baseline for evaluating the performance of

our Jaccard and Structure model.

Jaccard and Structure. This model uses a variety of text-based

features: word unigrams, word bigrams, character n-grams, parts

of speech, and proper names, as well as a structural feature: the

location and spacing of line breaks in the post. For each pair of ads,

we extract the relevant set (e.g., all adjectives) appearing in each

ad, and calculate the Jaccard (on the text-based values) and cosine

(on the structural values) similarity of the two sets.

4.3 Validation Results

We assessed our classi�er on strictly non-overlapping sets of au-

thors between the training and testing datasets, in order to ensure

that the classi�er was learning the concept of ‘same’ vs. ‘di�erent’,

and not just learning the stylometry for the particular set of authors.

Ultimately, we built three separate training/testing datasets.

Building Validation Sets. In our initial pre-process, we removed

all ads that were exact duplicates of each other (leaving only one

copy of each duplicate in the �nal set) as well as all ads that had

fewer than 50 words in the ad. From this set, we randomly sampled

5,000 authors with at least two ads each. From each of these authors,

we randomly sampled two ads. The resulting 10,000 ads were used to

create 2,500 ‘same’ instances (where each same instance represents

two ads written by the same author). We then randomly sampled

5,000 pairs of authors, where the two authors in each pair are

distinct from each other, from the original sample of 5,000 authors.

We then randomly sampled one ad from each of the authors in a

given pair. These two ads (one for each author in a pair) were used

to create 5,000 ‘di�erent’ instances (where each di�erent instance

represents two ads written by di�erent authors).

3
We do not use the full set of Writeprints features, since it is too computationally

expensive to run on larger sets of pairs.

Model TPR FPR
Jaccard & Structure 89.54% 1.13%

Writeprints Limited 83.06% 16.93%

Table 2: Classi�cation accuracy for same vs. di�erent author.

We repeated this process three times, with non-overlapping

sets of 5,000 authors. In this way, we created three separate train-

ing/testing datasets, with each one consisting of 7,500 instances:

5,000 di�erent instances and 2,500 same instances. We chose this

class balance in order to re�ect the underlying nature of the data

(i.e., there are more ad pairs with di�erent authors than the same

author). We evaluate our tool with all six di�erent training/testing

combinations, training on one of the datasets and separately test-

ing on the other two, for all pair-wise combinations of the three

datasets.

Results. In all cases, the same vs. di�erent author classi�er is

e�ective, achieving 89.54% true positive rate and 1.13% false positive

rate on average. This indicates that the classi�er is not just learning

to distinguish ads written by a speci�c set of authors, but is learning

the concept of same vs. di�erent in general. This is necessary for

this domain of sex tra�cking, where new victims are recruited daily,

and there is no guarantee of a permanent set of tra�ckers persisting

through time. In addition, the classi�er signi�cantly outperforms

the baseline Writeprints Limited model; the accuracy for the same

author class improves slightly, and the accuracy for the di�erent

author class improves dramatically in all cases.

Figure 2: Example of a false positive case with possibly �awed ground truth.

We reviewed the false positive and false negative cases from

our authorship classi�er. Since we use phone numbers and email

addresses as ground truth, it is possible (and in some cases, appears

to be the case) that the false positives are actually true positives.

Figure 2 shows one such case, where the ad posters used di�erent

phone numbers and di�erent formatting to present the exact same

textual content; our authorship classi�er considered them to be

written by the same author. It is possible one author randomly

selected, copied and pasted the text from the other, and that there

is no shared owner; given the lack of de�nitive ground truth it is

not possible to know for sure. For false negative cases, we found

that the classi�er misidenti�es ad pairs where the writing style is

completely di�erent (Figure 3).

5 Linking Ads to Bitcoin Transactions
This section describes our method for linking a particular bitcoin

transaction to its corresponding ad. Suppose A is the set of ads on

the target ad site S where an individual ad a ∈ A. T is the set of

bitcoin transactions whose output wallet belongs to the Bitcoin

payment processor for site S . We construct an undirected bipartite



Figure 3: Example of a false negative case where the ads appear in di�erent sections.

graph,G = (V ,E), where the set of vertices isV = A∪T , and the set

of edges E contains an edge between two nodes, a ∈ A and t ∈ T ,

if t is a possible transaction for a. We consider t to be a possible

transaction for a if the cost of posting a equals the value of t , and the

di�erence between the timestamp of a’s appearance on the listings

page and the timestamp when t is �rst observed on either the

mempool or the blockchain is less than a threshold. The threshold

depends on the particular ad site. For example, the threshold for

Backpage is one minute. Backpage accepts the payment for an

ad as completed, and posts said ad on S , as soon as t appears in

their mempool. We then observe that transaction in our mempool

within one minute. In this case, the value of the threshold is simply

the amount of time it takes for the transaction t to appear in our

mempool: one minute.

Figure 4: Linking Ads to Bitcoin Transactions

The edge between transaction t and ad a could be a false positive

if the transaction, in reality, is not linked to the ad. For example, if a
was not paid for in bitcoin, and there happened to be a transaction

t around the same time with the same cost, that would result in

a false positive. False negatives, where there is a missing edge

between t and a, are also possible. False negatives can occur if we

wrongly reconstructed the price of a and thus failed to link a to the

corresponding t .

6 Grouping Ads by Owner
We propose two methods for grouping ads by owner: grouping by

shared hard identi�ers and grouping by persistent Bitcoin identities.

Our methods assume two sources of data: the cost to post each ad

a in A, and the timestamp of a’s appearance on the target site. The

mechanism for collecting this timestamp data and rebuilding the

cost varies from site to site. In section 7, we demonstrate how we

did both for Backpage.

Both methods have T to be a set of bitcoin transactions to Go-

Coin, such that each transaction t ∈ T has exactly one input wallet

address w that is not multi-signature, and at least one of the out-

put wallet addresses in t is either labeled as Chainalysis-GoCoin

or Heuristic-GoCoin. The ultimate goal is to map an ad a to its

true owner wallet address w , from among allW (the set of wallet

addresses on the blockchain). Our �rst method tackles this problem

by �nding a wallet address w that links together multiple existing

hard identi�ers. Our second method focuses on persistent Bitcoin

identities (de�ned below).

Figure 5: Shared Hard Identi�ers

Figure 6: Persistent Bitcoin Identities

6.1 Grouping by Shared Hard Identi�ers

In practice, the mapping between a transaction t and an ad a is

many-to-many. This many-to-many mapping between t and a
makes it di�cult to map a wallet address w to a. To this end, we

construct a subgraph G ′ ⊂ G , where G is an undirected graph with

A,T , andW as the vertices. InG , an edge between aw node and a t
node exists if walletw is the sole input wallet address of transaction

t . We require subgraph G ′ to satisfy all of the following criteria.

(1) Each t node should be adjacent to exactly one w node,

because we already require every transaction in G to have

a single input wallet address. However, we allow each w
to be adjacent to one or more t , as a wallet address may be

used across multiple transactions.

(2) With exactly two hops (from w to t to a), each w node

should be able to reach at least three a nodes with the

same hard identi�er. This reachability suggests that w is

likely to be the true owner for at least three of the a nodes;

the presence of the shared hard identi�er reduces the prob-

ability of having incorrect edges between t and a.

(3) Each t should be adjacent to exactly one a. By transitivity,

each a can reach exactly one w with two hops. In other

words, one cannot �nd another wallet address, other than

w , that can be mapped to ad a. This criteria attempts to

further reduce the probability of incorrect edges between

t and a.



In an e�ort to link together multiple hard identi�ers, we add one

more criteria:

(1) With exactly two hops, each w should be able to reach at

least two sets of a nodes with di�erent hard identi�ers.

This suggests that these hard identi�ers are likely to be

related, in that they might have all used w to pay for the

ads.

We de�ne the resulting w in G ′ to be a shared hard
identifier wallet (SHI wallet). The last criteria allows us to �nd

at least two sets of ads of di�erent hard identi�ers that are mapped

to the same w . Even so, because of the false positive/false negative

problem we are unable to de�nitively conclude that w was used to

pay for the ads. Further investigation and some manual analysis is

needed to establish that the ads are indeed related, despite having

di�erent hard identi�ers.

Figure 5 shows a hypothetical example of a subgraph G ′ that

satis�es all our criteria. In particular, the wallet addressw1 is associ-

ated with two groups of transactions and ads that are linked to two

distinct hard identi�ers. Within each group, there is a one-to-one

mapping between each transaction and ad; for example, transaction

ti is linked to ad ai for i = 1, 2, ·, 6. In this way, w1 is the shared

hard identi�er for these six ads.

6.2 Grouping by Persistent Bitcoin Identities

Within the set of input wallet addresses for transactions t ∈ T , any

w that sends the change from each of its transactions t back intow is

a persistent bitcoin identity (PBI). We further reduce this

set of PBI’s by only keeping those where at least one t is adjacent

to exactly one a, and that ad a is also adjacent to only that t –

i.e., they are an ‘exact match.’ When an exact match is found, we

consider the PBI to be the owner of the matching ad. Figure 6 shows

a hypothetical example of wallet address w1 as a PBI for ad aexact ,

as there is a one-to-one mapping between t1 and aexact .

For any remaining transactions that are not exact matches, e.g.

multiple a’s are linked to the same t , we use the author classi�er

(Section 4) to �nd the most likely true link. In our hypothetical

example in Figure 6, t2 �ts that category, linked to both a2 and

a3. For each such ai that is linked to the transaction t , we run

our binary author model on each pair aexact , ai . The ad ai that

belongs to the aexact , ai pairing with the highest probability of

being written by the same author is selected as the matching ad.

7 Case Study
To validate our methods, we placed 33 Backpage ads – 32 paid, and

one free – and used these as ground truth. Eleven of these were paid

for using our personal 1Ejb3 persistent wallet address. We focus

our validation on these eleven, as both our methods of grouping ads

by owner focus on wallets that get reused for multiple transactions.

The ads were placed from Dec 12, 2016 until Dec 24, 2016. The price

of the ads ranged from $2-$20. For all eleven 1Ejb3 ads the main

contributor of the cost was bumps (see Section 7.1 for more details).

Over 87% (29) of the ads were in Escorts category. The ads were

posted in 27 distinct US states and regions.

7.1 Price Reconstruction

To reconstruct the price of an ad we reverse engineer the exact

algorithm used by Backpage. To that end, we placed several ads

ourselves, studied the html of the price payment page, and repro-

duced the algorithm (see Algorithm 1). To calculate the price of an

ad, we need to know how often an ad was ‘bumped’ (e.g., appeared

on the main listing page exactly an hour later), how often an ad was

‘reposted’ (e.g., appeared on the main listings page in the same hour

every day for X number of days, where the number of days must

be in 4-day increments), how many weeks an ad was ‘sponsored’

(e.g., appeared in a thumbnail highlighted on the side of the main

listings page as well as in its normal position on the body of the

listings page) and how many locations to which the ad was posted.

In order to collect this information, we wrote a scraper that

scraped, every hour, all of the listings pages for every region (to-

taling 67) in the United States, for every adult entertainment sub-

category. Backpage includes a minute-granularity timestamp indi-

cating when an ad was posted; we extracted this timestamp during

the scrape to determine the �rst appearance of an ad, and subse-

quent bump, repost and sponsor appearances. We ran our scraper

for 4 weeks, shutting it down on January 9th when Backpage took

down its adult entertainment section. In parallel, we also ran a

separate scraper that collected the pricing information for each of

the 67 regions, as the cost of a bump, repost, sponsor or location

varied depending on the region to which it was posted.

Based on prior scrapes, we observed that for all of the adult

entertainment sub-categories except for Escorts, the price stayed

constant from week to week; so we ran our pricing scraper on the

non-Escorts sub-categories across all 67 regions four times, once for

each week of the scrape. We observed more variability in the Escort

pricing, and therefore scraped that sub-category’s pricing once a

day. We also noted that the sponsor pricing was signi�cantly more

variable than either bump, repost or location; the pricing followed

what seemed to be a surge pattern where the prices varied every

15 minutes. We did not have the computing capacity to run our

pricing scraper on all 67 regions every 15 minutes for four weeks,

so instead we ran the pricing scraper at this rate for just one region,

Los Angeles. Even scraping every 15 minutes did not allow us to

reconstruct the price of our sponsored ads in Los Angeles with

complete accuracy. In a previous experiment, we had scraped the

pricing for Los Angeles as often as possible for one day (about every

8 minutes) and noted one instance where the sponsor price changed

in as little as 10 minutes. Because this was rare, we elected during

the 4-week scrape to reserve computing resources for other tasks.

Finally, we ran one last scraper that collected the �rst page of

the main listings page for each region, for each adult entertainment

sub-category, once a day, in order to collect the set of sponsored

ads.

We found that for all non-sponsor ground truth ads, we correctly

calculated the exact price for 24 of 25 total. For the wrong ad, the

hourly scraper missed one bump that happened to occur right on

the hour, so the price was calculated incorrectly. For the sponsor

ground truth ads, the posting pattern was correctly extracted, but

the price was incorrect due to the high variability of sponsor pricing,

with predicted prices varying within +/-5% of the true price. As a

result, we decided to not include any sponsor ads in the rest of the

study, leaving 95% (143,908 of 151,482) of the paid ads available for

our analysis. None of the 11 ads placed using our personal 1Ejb3
wallet address were sponsor ads; eight of the 21 ads placed using

Paxful were sponsor ads.



Ad Type Adult Jobs Body Rubs Datelines Escorts Fetish Male Escorts Strippers Transsexual Escorts
Unique Ads 14,143 83,158 5,443 555,394 14,227 27,638 6,245 35,027

Unique Postings 46,160 382,843 27,495 1,805,174 43,166 55,351 16,881 159,778

Avg Num Locations 1.10 1.04 1.74 1.02 1.10 1.04 1.35 1.05

Ad Price Adult Jobs Body Rubs Datelines Escorts Fetish Male Escorts Strippers Transsexual Escorts Total
Free 12,553 60,704 3,732 447,319 11,729 24,583 4,095 24,976 589,961

$1-5 1,029 3,991 813 13,703 1,660 2,196 1,392 5,967 30,751

$5-20 393 7,825 437 71,622 549 557 492 2,682 84,557

$20-100 157 7,331 161 16,987 269 194 261 1,250 26,610

>$100 11 3,307 298 5,763 20 8 5 152 9,564

Table 3: Distribution of Ads by Category

Algorithm 1 Price Recreation

1: procedure Determine Services
2: ads← sort(occurrences of this ad)

3: bumps← 0

4: reposts← 0

5: sponsorWeeks← number of weeks ad was sponsored

6: lastAd← ads.pop

7: for ad in ads do:

8: if ad.hour = lastAd.hour + 1 then
9: bumps← bumps + 1

10: else if ad.day = lastAd.day + 1 and ad.hour =
lastAd.hour then

11: reposts← reposts + 1
12: else
13: call Reconstruct Price
14: lastAd← ad
15: procedure Reconstruct Price

16: priceInfo← price info for each location at time of ad

17: totalPrice← 0

18: for price in priceInfo do:

19: if priceInfo.size > 1 then
20: totalPrice ← totalPrice + price .base

21: totalPrice ← totalPrice + (price .дetBump ∗ bumps )
22: totalPrice ← totalPrice + (price .дetRepost ∗ reposts )
23: totalPrice ← totalPrice + (price .дetSponsor ∗

sponsorWeeks )

24: return totalPrice

25: if not ads.empty then
26: goto Determine Services

7.2 Linking Backpage Ads to Bitcoin Transactions

Before attempting to group the ads by true owner using our two

methods, we �rst had to link the scraped, paid ads to the set of

transactions T (as de�ned in section 6). To that end, we:

(1) Constructed the w and t vertices and edges using the

blockchain dataset

(2) Construct the a vertices using the Backpage scrape dataset

(3) Constructed an edge between t and a if their timestamps

were within one minute of each other (using the mempool

timestamps dataset), and if the ad a’s cost was within 2%

of one of t ’s GoCoin output values in US Dollars

Of the 11 GoCoin ground truth transactions processed with our

personal 1Ejb3 wallet address, eight were an exact match for the

correct ground truth ad. All three of the remaining transactions

matched to two ads, one of which was the correct ground truth

ad. Overall, of the 54,799 transactions in the set T found during

the course of the 4-week study, 5,310 were exact matches to one

ad, 47,785 matched multiple ads, and 1,704 were a match to one ad,

where that ad matched to multiple transactions.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Using Shared Hard Identi�ers Using the methodol-

ogy in Section 6.1, we constructed the graph G and subsequently

the subgraph G ′. By applying the four criteria in Section 6.1, we

found 30 SHI wallets.

Each of the SHI wallets mapped to multiple ads with di�erent

hard identi�ers. In order to verify whether any of those hard identi-

�ers we had found were actually linked, we manually analyzed the

title of every ad in our scrape associated with each hard identi�er.

If any two ads from two di�erent hard identi�ers shared the exact

same title, we classi�ed those two hard identi�ers as having a true

link.

On the upper end, the SHI wallet 1LYE mapped to 64 ads across

17 sets, where within each set all of the ads share the same hard

identi�er. After the manual analysis we found that only two of

the 17 sets of ads are related. The ads from both of these sets

are advertising Asian and Latina women from Los Angeles in the

Escorts section, while the remaining sets range from advertising

massages in Los Angeles to ‘two-girl specials’ in Massachusetts,

New Jersey and New York. These results suggest that the remaining

15 sets of ads are false positives for the SHI wallet 1LYE.

On the other hand, there are SHI wallets like 1Abg and 1yVF that

appear to have zero false positives. Each SHI wallet is mapped to

two sets of ads. For 1Abg, both sets advertise young Asian women

and specify a policy of ‘outcall only’ (e.g., the escort is the one who

travels to the client). One set advertises in the SF Bay area, the other

in Illinois. For wallet 1yVF, both sets again advertise young asian

women: one in the SF Bay and the other in Colorado.

For most of the SHI wallets, there is at least one false positive.

In the SHI wallet 1BT6, for instance, ads are mapped to 8 sets of

same-author ads; 5 of those sets all advertise college-aged women

from Hong Kong, Malaysia and Taiwan. This is a case where false

positives are a minority. An additional example is 1Mhe, which is

mapped to 6 sets of same-author ads; 4 of those sets all advertised

women who were new to the United States. In contrast, there are

cases where false positives are a majority, such as 1N7V, which is

mapped to 8 sets of same-author ads, but we �nd only 3 sets to

be related. In total, out of the 30 SHI wallets, false positives are a

majority in 20 wallets. From across all of these SHI wallets, we are



able to extract 15 new ‘owner’ identities, each of which are made

up of two or more hard identi�ers.

7.3.2 Using Persistent Bitcoin Identities We found 249

PBIs that meet the conditions set in Section 6.2. Of those, there

were 90 wallets with at least one exact match transaction. Of those,

47 had at least two exact match transactions. Looking at that set of

47 persistent identities, we were surprised to observe that only two

wallets (one of which was the wallet we used to make ground truth

purchases) had the same hard identi�er label across the set of exact

match transactions. In fact, upon further investigation of the other

45 wallets and their exact match transactions, we could not �nd any

consistent connection between the exact match transactions within

a particular wallet: not hard identi�er label, not text similarity, not

location, and not adult service.

The single wallet 1MDJ we observed (besides our own) that did

have a shared hard identi�er across multiple exact match trans-

actions worked perfectly under our exact match method. Out of

1MDJ’s seven total transactions in the timespan of our scrape, four

were exact matches. For two of the remaining three transactions,

the transaction matches to multiple ads. However, for those two

transactions, exactly one of the matching ads shares the same hard

identi�er as the four exact match transactions. When tested against

the pairs of ads, our stylometry model returns the correct match

in both cases. For the �nal transaction, the transaction matches

to only one ad, which shares the same hard identi�er as the exact

match transactions. However, that ad also matches to other trans-

actions not made by the same wallet 1MDJ. Our stylometry model

returns that this ad matches to the transaction made by wallet 1MDJ,

and not to the other transactions. Every single ad placed by the

hard identi�er is accounted for by transactions made by the wallet

1MDJ. Similarly, our own 1Ejb3 wallet also worked perfectly under

our exact match method (with eight exact match transactions, and

three multiple-match transactions where our stylometry classi�er

returned the correct transaction match in all three cases).

Given the seeming contradiction in exact match transactions for

the other wallets, we loosened our requirements to look for wallets

that were not exactly PBIs (because they did not send the change

back to their own wallet with each GoCoin transaction), but did

have repeat transactions to GoCoin from their particular wallet, at

least two of which were exact match transactions. We found four

wallets that satis�ed this criteria: 16qB, 1L8r, 1N7A and 1H5t. All

four of them worked perfectly under our exact match method, with

every single ad placed by the relevant hard identi�er accounted for

by the transactions made by the corresponding wallet.

7.3.3 Bitcoin-based Owners vs Hard Identi�ers Given the

set of 15 new Bitcoin-based owner identities we extracted using the

shared hard identi�ers method, we assess what new information

we learn from the grouping of hard identi�ers into sets, that we

would not have been able to know otherwise.

On a whole, the new Bitcoin-based owner identities consistently

expanded the set of locations; what previously was a single hard

identi�er in a single location becomes a network of hard identi�ers

across multiple locations. In addition, hard identi�ers that previ-

ously looked fairly small and �nancially limited suddenly boom

out when linked to a di�erent hard identi�er that has much more

capital (as judged by the average price of an ad they purchase).

One apt example is with the Bitcoin-based owner extracted from

SHI wallet 1BT6. Taken separately, each of the �ve hard identi�ers

that make up the owner is quite active. Four are based in SF Bay

while the last is in Northeastern Texas. All �ve posted at least twice

as many paid ads as free ads; each ad cost on average between $80

and $130, depending on the hard identi�er. What previously looked

like �ve distinct businesses suddenly becomes more suspicious,

with the added location and combined �nancial resources.

8 Discussion

Both grouping by shared hard identi�er and grouping by persistent

bitcoin identity have an obvious limitation: false positives and

negatives on the link between transactions and ads. An exact match

transaction is not necessarily correct simply by virtue of being an

exact match, and just because multiple ads that share the same hard

identi�er all map to the same wallet does not mean those mappings

are correct.

In particular, there are numerous reasons why a transaction

might be an exact match with an ad, but that pairing still be in-

correct. The post listings scraper may have scraped an ad right on

an hour boundary; the ad might have been paid for using credit;

the transaction might not be a payment for an ad posting but for

purchase of credit; the transaction might not be a true GoCoin

transaction; the transaction might be GoCoin but not a payment

for Backpage.

It is also entirely possible that the exact match transactions we

found are in fact correct, and represent the presence of some third

party middleman who is making Bitcoin payments on behalf of a

variety of Backpage users. This seems unlikely given the organiza-

tion that would be required, but is possible. This is another place

where the lack of ground truth becomes quite punitive; if the results

do not look correct, it is di�cult to tell whether that is because it is

showing us something new, or because something is wrong.

Given the correctness of all of the exact match transactions

we made using our personal 1Ejb3 wallet address, and the other

handful of similarly correct appearing persistent bitcoin identities

we found (both with an exact match transaction and otherwise),

we plan to continue parsing out of this problem in future work.

There are several avenues of approach we can take in parallel.

We can work to disambiguate Backpage credit payments on the

Bitcoin blockchain from Backpage ad payments by analyzing ads

and credit payments we make ourselves. We can target a narrow

scope of ads where we are absolutely certain that every single

ad’s posting pattern is correct, perhaps by manually verifying by

physically watching the listings page. We can show our data to law

enforcement o�cers and work together to build a ground truth set

that we can then use to validate or reject the correctness of our

exact match transactions.

We are also interested in expanding the shared hard identi�er

method, given the promising results of �nding multiple linked hard

identi�ers. It is important to remember the immense size of this data

- the fact that we can narrow down from hundreds of thousands

of ads to �nd these connections is remarkable, and potentially

enormously helpful to those law enforcement o�cers who have

to read through so many ads during an investigation. This both

saves these o�cers a substantial amount of time and also protects



them from some of the psychological repercussions of analyzing

this data.

We also plan to continue this work past persistent Bitcoin iden-

tities. It is promising to see that all of our Paxful transactions also

matched with the correct Backpage ad. There is existing research

in the space of clustering Bitcoin wallets together to �nd groups

of wallets that, while seemingly disparate, actually belong to the

same owner. The ideal scenario would be one in which we used

Bitcoin clustering techniques to link our Paxful transactions to

each other, and then our stylometry model to tie those ads that

match the Paxful transactions to the ads that match the transac-

tions made using our persistent Bitcoin wallet. We are especially

motivated to �nd more of these ad owners, because the results

of our case study indicate that even with a small increase in link-

age across hard identi�ers using Bitcoin and stylometry, we can

potentially �nd critical information (e.g., connections between pre-

viously unconnected ads that indicate movement across multiple

states/geographic locations, with multiple parties involved, both of

which are strong indicators of tra�cking) that could help our NGO

and law enforcement partners in their mission to �nd and rescue

tra�cked humans.

There is also value in simply just linking ads to transactions, even

in the case where a tra�cker is not reusing the same wallet. Law

enforcement could potentially subpoena information from Paxful or

some other wallet service; going from a set of ads of interest to the

set of matching Bitcoin transactions would make it possible to then

get explicit personally identifying information from a wallet service.

Some of our law enforcement collaborators have also stressed the

value of having the Bitcoin transaction matched to a target ad when

it comes to building a case for the court, after the alleged tra�cker

or pimp has been arrested. Our success in matching transactions to

the correct ad for some of the PBIs, SHIs, and our ground truth, is

encouraging to this end.

It is worth noting that none of this work is stymied by the fact

that Backpage has shut down their adult entertainment section.

The vast majority of those ads shifted over to the dating section of

their website, where ads are also paid for using Bitcoin. It is also

worth noting that perpetrators have no choice but to continue to

use Bitcoin even after our published work: the original move to

Bitcoin was because of Backpage’s response to Visa and Master-

Card’s decision to stop processing transactions for adult listings

on Backpage. Perpetrators have no choice but to use the payment

platform provided by the advertising company. Even if Backpage

changes the virtual currency it accepts as payment, as long as that

virtual currency is implemented with publicly accessible ledgers,

our techniques will continue to work.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an automated and scalable approach

for identifying sex tra�cking using multiple data sources. We de-

veloped a stylometry classi�er and a Bitcoin transaction linking

technique to group sex ads by owner. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the �rst such work to attempt to link speci�c purchases

to speci�c transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain. We evaluated

our approach using real world ads scraped from Backpage, and

demonstrated that our approach can group multiple ads by their

real owners. We are currently collaborating with multiple NGOs

and law enforcement o�cers to deploy our tools to help �ght hu-

man tra�cking. In addition to sharing our tools and data with our

collaborators, we also intend to make them publicly available.
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